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During embryonic pattern formation…

C ll i i f ti b t th i iti d id tit ithiCells acquire information about their position and identity within 
the embryo in the form of specific gene expression patterns.



What are the mechanisms by which positional 
information and patterning acquired?information and patterning acquired?



Positional Information and Pattern Formation 

T1

T2

Distance

French Flag Model or Classical Morphogen Model

Cells in a developing tissue acquire a specific cellular state 
or pattern by interpreting their local morphogenor pattern by interpreting their local morphogen 

concentration with respect to fixed concentration thresholds.



Analogy: A temperature-based positional 
information systeminformation system 



Analogy: A temperature-based positional 
information systeminformation system 

The problem is relatively  easy to 
solve in some extreme cases.



Analogy: A temperature-based positional 
information systeminformation system 

However, in general, positional 
information cannot simply p y

obtained from the readout of the 
average temperature:

Other Factors:

Ti ( )- Time (season) 
-Geography (mountains, 

forests, desserts), )
- etc …



Is the classical morphogen model sufficient to 
provide positional information and patterning?
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In analogy to the temperature example many recentIn analogy to the temperature example, many recent 
studies support that the Classical Morphogen Model 

is way too simple to provide reliable positionalis way too simple to provide reliable positional 
information during development.



1. Morphogen gradients are not static systems 
of coordinates

SteadySteady--StateState
TransientTransient
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In fact most morphogen gradients that have been analyzed in

Distance

In fact, most morphogen gradients that have been analyzed in 
detail are dynamic (i.e. their distribution changes over time) 

Morphogen Dynamics Problem: Do temporal changes inMorphogen Dynamics Problem: Do temporal changes in 
the morphogen distribution affect pattern formation?



2. Morphogen gradients should be able to 
provide positional information relative to size 

Size

T1

T2

Distance

Despite natural variations in the size of embryos, in manyDespite natural variations in the size of embryos, in many 
systems, adult proportions appear to be conserved

Scale Invariance Problem: Are patterns of gene expression 
invariant natural variations in embryo size?



Outline

First Part: A modeling-based approach to the g pp
Morphogen Dynamics Problem.

Second Part: A high throughput experimentalSecond Part: A high-throughput experimental 
analysis to the Scale Invariance Problem in 
patterning of the early Drosophila embryo.  p g y p y



Part 1: Do morphogen signal dynamics contribute to 
embryonic patterning?y p g

Case 1: A ‘no-role’ model of morphogen dynamics.p g y
Morphogen dynamics before a specific time-point are not 

taken into account for cell fate choice 



Case 2: The temporal integration morphogen model.
Cell fate decisions depend on the time integral of the 

morphogen gradientmorphogen gradient.
(e.g. vertebrate spinal cord patterning; Dessaud et al. 2010)



Case 3: The gradient dynamics model of patterningCase 3: The gradient dynamics model of patterning
Patterning depends on the ‘memory’ of cells to interpret 

the full history of signaling exposure.
(e.g. Patterning of the Drosophila wing; Nahmad and 

Stathopoulos 2010)



The importance of signaling dynamics is by no 
means limited to these examplesmeans limited to these examples…

- Frog cells recall their maximal Activin activity (ratchet 
effect) for an extended period of time (Freeman and 
Gurdon 2002).Gurdon 2002). 

- A study argues that patterning by Bicoid in the early 
fruit fly embryo depends on the transient Bicoid y y p
dynamics (Bergmann et al. 2007).

- Posterior digit patterning in vertebrate limbs depends g g
on Sonic Hedgehog temporal exposure (Harfe et al. 
2004, Scherz et al. 2007).



Towards a modeling-based approach to study 
gradient dynamics in developmental patterning

Do signal dynamics play an instructive role in 
developmental patterning?

g y p p g

developmental patterning?

This problem is difficult to study experimentally becauseThis problem is difficult to study experimentally because 
mutants that isolate transient vs. steady-state effects of a 

signaling pathway are hard to identify.  



Towards a modeling-based approach to study 
gradient dynamics in developmental patterning

D i l d i l i t ti l i

g y p p g
(Nahmad 2011. J. Royal Soc. Interface, in press)

Do signal dynamics play an instructive role in 
developmental patterning?

This problem is difficult to study experimentally because 
mutants that isolate transient vs. steady-state effects of a 

signaling pathway are hard to identify. 

Can we develop general theoretical tools to assist in the 
design of experiments that permit to dissect the role of 

h di t d i i d l t?morphogen gradient dynamics in development?



Steady-state invariant perturbations

Which perturbations maintain invariant the steady-state 
solution while affect the dynamics of the system?

Stable Node Stable Focus

. .

Here we introduce a general approach to study these 
perturbations motivated by a biological problem.p y g p



Example: The damped harmonic oscilator

..
x - bx + kx = 0             with b, k > 0 

.

Stable Node Stable Focus

. .x=0

The equilibrium position x = 0 and its stability isThe equilibrium position x = 0 and its stability is 
unchanged for different values of b, k > 0).



Example: The damped harmonic oscilator

..
x - bx + kx = 0             with b, k > 0 

.

Stable Node Stable Focus

. .x=0

However depending on the values of b and k we have twoHowever, depending on the values of b and k we have two 
qualitatively different dynamic behaviors 

(e.g. stable focus vs. stable node)



Searching for steady-state invariant parameter 
perturbations

GENERAL IDEA: Assume that a stable equilibrium 
gradient exist in a model for developmental patterning. 
W i t fi d t t b ti th t l thWe aim to find parameter perturbations that leave the 

steady-state morphogen gradient invariant.

MM

Theorem: There exists a set 
M of parameter values that

MM

WTWT ..
M M ..


M of parameter values that 
maintain the steady-state of 

a system invariant.WT WT ..

How are the dynamics of the gradient affected in M? 
Is developmental patterning normal in M? 



Steady-State Invariant Perturbations: 
A simple model

Consider a model of a single morphogen gradient 
established by diffusion and degradation:

p

established by diffusion and degradation:

 [A]
 D 2[A]

(x) [A]
t

 D
x2 (x) [A] 

SourceSource

Can we perturb the system parameters (D, ) in 
h th t th t d t t l ti i

Diffusion / Uniform DegradationDiffusion / Uniform Degradation

such a way that the steady state solution remains 
invariant?



Definition:
 is a steady-state invariant  is a steady state invariant 
perturbation if the steady-
state solution is unchanged



Set of ’s = Steady-state 
invariant set in parameterinvariant set in parameter 

space

with A0 


2 D
 and   D

2 D 



Definition:
 is a steady-state invariant  is a steady state invariant 
perturbation if the steady-
state solution is unchanged



Set of ’s = Steady-state 
invariant set in parameter

In this case the steady state solution is:

invariant set in parameter 
space

In this case, the steady-state solution is:

[A]ss(x) = A0 exp  x





with A0 


2 D
 and   D

[ ]ss( ) 0 p
  2 D 

A parameter perturbation is steady-state invariant if

A0 and  are kept constant



Steady-state invariant analysis for a single 
morphogen formed by diffusionp g y

The set of steady-state 
invariant perturbations is:

( ,  ,  D )  (, , D)    

p

for any  > 0



Steady-state invariant perturbations affect 
the rate of gradient formationthe rate of gradient formation

Wild Type (Wild Type (=1 )=1 )



Steady-state invariant perturbations affect 
the rate of gradient formationthe rate of gradient formation



Steady-state invariant perturbations affect 
the rate of gradient formationthe rate of gradient formation



Hedgehog Signaling in the Drosophila wing 
disc: a case studydisc: a case study



Hedgehog (Hh) acts as a morphogen in the 
Drosophila wing discDrosophila wing disc 



Mathematical modeling as a hypotheses-
generating tool

Hh
t
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Numerical simulations reveal that the Hh 
gradient obeys an unusual dynamic behaviorgradient obeys an unusual dynamic behavior

[[Hh], 
Total [Ptc]Total [Ptc]



Our mathematical modeling-driving approach 
uncovered a new model of patterninguncovered a new model of patterning



Experimental support for a dynamic model of 
patterning by Hh

We provided evidence for… 

1 Existence:The Hh 1. Existence:The Hh 
overshoot exists and can 
be interpreted by its 
target genestarget genes.

2. Necessity:Overshoot is 
necessary to specify three y p y
patterns.

3. Memory of transient 
i l H   ll   l  signal: How cells only 
transiently exposed 
maintain “white‐fate” 

  i   gene expression.  

Nahmad and Stathopoulos PLoS Biol. 2009 



Steady-state invariant analysis for Hh signaling 
in the Drosophila wing discp g

The steady-state invariant set can be approximated analytically:

B'=  'Hh

D '
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 Hh D 

with  '='ptc0
'ptc'Signal

'Signalk 'ptc  'Signal

.

but this expression is not very useful for experimental design 
(parameter space has dimension 16 !!)



Steady-state invariant analysis for Hh signaling 
in the Drosophila wing discp g

… yet, some lower-dimensional subsets can be used to 
study unexplored properties of the overshoot e g itsstudy unexplored properties of the overshoot, e.g. its 
duration 



Example: Modulating the delay of Hh-dependent 
ptc upregulation p p g

( ptc, ptc, ptc )  ( ptc0,  ptc, ptc )

This perturbation is steady-state invariant and the duration of 
the overshoot can be modulated by “moving along” thisthe overshoot can be modulated by moving along  this  

subset of the steady-state invariant set:



The experimental implementation of the steady 
state invariant perturbations is challengingp g g

A complication of the steady-state invariant perturbations is
that they involve several independent variables becausethat they involve several independent variables, because
these are not easily tunable in genetic experiments.

Can we obtain steady-state invariant perturbations that can
easily implemented?

This is an approximately steady-state invariant perturbation
(valid near and far from the Hh source).



Experimental design based on a steady-state 
invariant perturbationp

Are there mutants that increase the half-life of the Hh-Ptc
l ith t ff ti th t t b ti ?complex without affecting other parameter perturbations?

As it turns out, ptc14

mutant cells are defective
i li i ti th Hh Ptin eliminating the Hh-Ptc
complex and result in an
increase in the amplitude.increase in the amplitude.

Torroja et al. Development 2004



Our simulations predict the patterning phenotype 
in ptc14 mutant clonesp



Summary of Part 1: Steady-state invariant sets as 
a tool to disect the role of morphogen dynamics
- We introduced a modeling-driven-experiments approach to 
study the effects of dynamic signaling.

Challenge: Can we compute steady-state invariant sets for real-
life systems?

“Simple” models usually have “simple” steady-state invariant sets 
but they may not be useful for experimental design.

“Useful” steady-state invariant sets are constrained by our ability 
to do experiments. 

- In practice, low-dimensional steady-state invariant sets may be 
helpful for experimental design. 

- These tools are general and may apply to a variety of problems.



Part II. The problem of scale invariance in 
developmental biologyp gy

Scaling and Preservation of proportions. Organismal level:
Embryonic / environmental manipulations such as cuttingEmbryonic / environmental manipulations such as cutting
an embryo in half or affect temperature or nutrition during
development may result in large variations in adult size, but
animals remain well- proportioned.



Part II. The problem of scale invariance in 
developmental biologyp gy

Scaling and Self-organization at the Organismal level:Scaling and Self organization at the Organismal level:
Embryonic development is self-organizing as when a
magnetic di-pole is tried to be separated.

N               S N          N                         S

N       S



Part II. The problem of scale invariance in 
developmental biologyp gy

Scaling of patterns at the species level:
Closely related species may substantially differ in size
despite being patterned by similar mechanisms . Yet, the
function of some organs or tissues may depend on scaling
to the size of the adult animalto the size of the adult animal.

D. melanogaster (top)
vs.
D. busckii (bottom)( )

(Gregor et al. PNAS 2005)



Scaling functions at different levels of 
organization

Organismal level: Embryonic / environmental manipulations
such as cutting an embryo in half or affect temperature or
nutrition during development at the level of a single
organism.

Population level: In a population of animals, adults may
naturally vary in size, but the proportions of organs and
tissues may be tigthly regulated.

Species level: Closely related species may dramaticallySpecies level: Closely related species may dramatically
differ in size despite being patterned by similar
mechanisms . Yet, the function of some organs or tissues
may depend on scaling to the size of the adult animal.



Scaling of pattern to size in a population 
(work in collaboration with Greg Reeves)(work in collaboration with Greg Reeves)



Scaling of pattern to size in a population 
(of wild-type Drosophila embryos)

We are interested in understanding to which extentWe are interested in understanding to which extent 
positional information is established relative to embryo 
size in a natural population and the mechanisms that p p

control this mode of patterning.



Size-dependent scaling of dorsal-ventral 
patterns in the Drosophila embryopatterns in the Drosophila embryo

Adapted from Reeves & 
Stathopoulos (2009)

Dl nuclear gradient



The Drosophila DV embryonic patterning as a 
model for population scaling studies p p g

Approach: Quantitative measurements of gene expression g
as a function of embryo circumference



Definition of Scaling

In a population of embryos (indexed by the subscript i), let 
Xi be the position of a pattern with respect to a reference 

i t d l t L b th l th f th DV ipoint and let Li be the length of the DV axis.

Perfect scaling (ideal) No correlation (ideal)Perfect scaling (ideal) No correlation (ideal)
Xi=xLi for all i Xi = constant for all i

X XSlope = locationX XSlope =  location 
of the pattern in 
relative coord.

L L



In practice we can do simple regression to fit a linear

Linear Regression
In practice, we can do simple regression to fit a linear 
model to the data:

Xi=mLi+bi i

Strict scaling occurs when b is “small” and m “not zero.”
Ho e er other scaling beha iors are concei able

X

X
OverOver--compensationcompensation

However, other scaling behaviors are conceivable:

UnderUnder--compensationcompensationX
< 0< 0

pp
 > 0> 0 

b
L 

L L



We may not be able to conclude anything about the

Inconclusive Cases
We may not be able to conclude anything about the
scalability of a pattern if:

(i) the location of the pattern is too close to the source(i) the location of the pattern is too close to the source,
or;

(ii) the data variability along the X direction is much larger

X

X (i)(i)

that the variability in the L direction.

(ii)(ii)X (i)(i) (ii)(ii)

L L



1. Scaling of vnd, sog, and ind borders in        
wild-type embryosyp y

vnd ind
R2=0.80

R2=0.78
R2=0.47

R 0.80
R2=0.88

sog
R2=0.51
R2=0.50

Length of the DV axis (m)



2. There is a strict correlation between the 
ventral borders of vnd and sog, as well as the g,

dorsal border of vnd and the dorsal border of ind

Thi t th t b d f diff t th t i idThis suggests that borders of different genes that coincide are
regulated by the same scaling mechanism.



3. Scaling of the ventral borders of vnd and sog 
is established by snaily



4. Scaling of the dl gradient

L (m)



4. The width of the dorsal gradient scales with 
embryo circumferenceembryo circumference

R2=0.54



5. Does scaling of the dl gradient explains 
scaling of gene expression patterns? g g p p

vnd ind

sog



5a. Scaling of the dl gradient explains scaling of 
the ventral borders of vnd and sog g

ind

sogvnd



5b. The dorsal border of vnd cannot be 
explained by scaling of the dl gradientp y g g



5c. No correlation exist between the dl gradient 
and the borders of ind 

p=0 17p=0.17
p=0.21



Opposing Gradient Hypothesis: Scaling at a specific

Mechanisms for Scaling
Opposing Gradient Hypothesis: Scaling at a specific
location may be explained by taking into account two
gradient with opposing polaritiesg pp g p

0 L

0 L



Is there a gradient opposing (and independent) 
to dl that contribute to scaling of DV patterns?  

‘Switching the Axis’ Experiment: DV patterning along the AP axis

d ind

wind-; hsp83>Toll10b>bcd3’UTR

vnd ind

snail

Originally reported as a system to show the sufficiency of dl (or 
sog

g y y y (
Toll signaling activity) to establish “DV-like patterns.” 

(Huang et al. 1997)



6a. Ectopic nuclear dl expression does NOT 
scale along the AP axis in these embryosg y



6b. Remarkably, the posterior border of vnd
DOES scale along the AP axis in these embryosg y

Thus, scaling at this border seems not to require neither dl 
gradient scaling nor an independent “opposing signal.”



Summary Part II: Scaling of DV patterns in 
Drosophila embryosp y

- Our data conclusively show that most gene expression
patterns scale with size of the DV axis.p

- The dl gradient also displays a good degree of scaling.

- The correlations between targets of gene expression suggest
that there is scaling in at least 2 locations:

a)The ventral borders of vnd/sog. Probably dependent on dl
(and sharpened by other factors such as snail).( p y )
b)The dorsal border of vnd. May depend on dl, but not fully.
Scaling of this border may ensure scaling of the ventral border
of ind

Length of the DV axis (m)

of ind.



Scaling: Future directions

- Explore whether or not scaling at the dorsal border of vnd
depends on the location (a positional information cue) or onp ( p )
gene regulatory interactions: Examine snail mutants.

- Test some mechanisms of scaling (focus on the dorsal border- Test some mechanisms of scaling (focus on the dorsal border
of vnd):

O i di t h th i E i li i t t fOpposing gradient hypothesis: Examine scaling in mutants of
the Dpp and EGF pathways.

Ubiquitous TFs: Can scaling be explained by the “dilution” of
ubiquitously expressed transcription factors?

Length of the DV axis (m)



Conclusions

Part 1: I presented a modeling-based
approach to design experiments topp g p
investigate the role of the dynamics of
morphogen gradients.

Length of the DV axis (m)



Conclusions

Part 1: I presented a modeling-based
approach to design experiments topp g p
investigate the role of the dynamics of
morphogen gradients.

Part II: High-throughput data ing g p
Drosophila embryos demonstrate the
remarkable scaling ability of patterns to
size We showed that while some genessize. We showed that while some genes
scale due to scaling of the dl-gradient,
others require additional mechanisms.

Length of the DV axis (m)
(THERE SEEMS NOT TO BE A
GENERAL SCALING MECHANISM)
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